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Foreword

he circumstances in which I came into possession of what seems to be a quantity of manuscrip
by the late Dr John H. Watson have been explained in an earlier publication – Sherlock Holme
and the Railway Maniac. Briefly, they appear to have been in the possession of my matern

T

grandfather, who was both a medical man and a contemporary of Watson’s in the RAMC.
In preparing the present manuscript for publication I have made such checks as have occured
me, to try and confirm its authenticity. The results of my researches will be found in a series of note

appended to the narrative. Suffice it to say, at this point, that I am as satisfied as I can be that this is
case of Sherlock Holmes’ recorded by his partner, Dr Watson, of which nothing was formerly known
apart from a couple of passing references in the Doctor’s published records.

Barrie Rober
199

One
THE DEATH OF A PHILANTHROPIST

I

n looking over the many records I have prepared of the cases of my friend Mr Sherlock Holmes,
find that I have not given his followers an account of the Backwater murders. That I did not do s

earlier was for two reasons. In part it was because the story is one that embraces both appalling cruel
and corruption. In addition it was to avoid embarrassment to the living and to prevent the circulatio
of information which the ill-disposed would readily use to besmirch the memory of one of th
Empire’s greatest philanthropists. Indeed, my use of the pseudonym Backwater is still necessary, fo
the principal victim in that unhappy affair bore a name which may yet be read on memorial plaque
and on the foundation stones of charitable institutes across the nation. Nevertheless, the resolution o
the case was one which afforded my friend Sherlock Holmes no little satisfaction and removed a deep
rooted and secret evil from our public life, and so this manuscript has been prepared with du
consideration for the privacy of those involved, while setting out the essential facts of the case.
My journal shows that it was the early summer of 1886 when the Backwater matter came
Holmes’ attention. It was during the first period of our shared residence at Baker Street and I ha
become well aware of the irregular habits of my companion. Despite my lack of an occupation,
endeavoured to maintain a fairly orderly regime, but my efforts were brought to nothing by the mood
of my friend. If I rose early it would be to find that he had not been to bed, or that he had slept late an
would take his breakfast at an hour more suitable for luncheon. Yet when the exigencies of a cas
demanded it, he would rise early and alert and set out about his business.
There were mornings when he surprised both Mrs Hudson and me by being early at the breakfa
table when he had no enquiry in hand. On those days he seemed to expect action and would go throug
the newspapers thoroughly and read his post as though a summons was imminent. If the papers or th
post showed no indications, and if no prospective client’s foot had been heard on our stair by mid
morning, he would take himself off to the British Museum to pursue his arcane researches into ear
British charters or ancient languages. I came to believe that this behaviour derived from an excess o
energy at the completion of a successful case, and I noted with misgivings that the phenomeno
disappeared when he took to poisoning himself with cocaine.
It was one such morning when the Backwater case began, a bright morning when the sun struc
deep into our little sitting-room. Holmes’ early rising had not taken Mrs Hudson by surprise an
having finished breakfast, he turned over the newspapers.
‘Lord Backwater has been murdered!’ I exclaimed, seeing a notice to that effect in my paper.

‘So I see,’ said Holmes from behind his own newspaper, ‘and one paper has a leader arguing tha
it is evidence of a completely disordered and unjust universe that a man who has given employment
thousands, hugely enriched the nation and has never stinted in his donations to the unfortunate shou
be struck down by poachers.’

‘Is that what occurred?’ I asked. ‘There are few details here.’
‘There are longer accounts in some of the papers,’ said my friend. ‘It seems that he was strollin
in his own park when he disturbed poachers about their work and was savagely attacked.’
‘Then it has no interest for you?’ I asked. ‘Despite the man’s wealth and eminence?’
Holmes eyed me over the top of his newspaper. ‘I am surprised,’ he said, ‘that you do not appea

to realise that the personality or antecedents of a victim are of interest only insofar as they may reve
the motive for a crime. If the police in the West Country are correct then it is of no significance that
was Lord Backwater who disturbed a band of poachers; they would just as readily have murdered yo
or me.’
‘It seems a very cold-blooded attitude to me,’ I admitted.
He laughed shortly. ‘Would you consider a patient’s personality or history when treating hi
wounds, Doctor? If they did not assist your diagnosis or affect your treatment? No, Watson, you trea
the diseases of the individual and I treat the irruptions of society and neither of us can allow ou
approach to be clouded by sentiment, however worthy.’
He flung his newspaper into the seat of the basket-chair and drained his coffee. Standing up, h
stretched his long, lean frame and sauntered over to the sunlit window. The morning deliveries ha
been made and the day’s business had not yet begun, so that the street was quiet, apart from the ratt
of a solitary cab. ‘You may abandon the newspapers,’ he said. ‘There is nothing there of interest.’
‘It is what journalists call “the silly season”, Holmes,’ I ventured.
‘A gross misrepresentation!’ he snapped. ‘There is a world of difference between silliness and th
arrant imbecilities that obsess the whole of Fleet Street at present. The established press comfor
itself and its readers with the information that nothing of any consequence has changed sinc
yesterday – regarding this as “news”! The radical papers treat the same facts as evidence of a stagna
society and the popular sheets invent and repeat unprovable assertions about the private life of th
Queen’s family! Rubbish! All of it!’
‘I had thought that the items about the Duchess–’ I began, but he cut me short.
‘...might once have produced an interesting commission for us,’ he growled, ‘but that is no longe
likely when the lady’s indiscretions are the common tattle of every Bermondsey barmaid!’
He stared moodily out of the window, evidently disappointed that he had risen early to n
purpose.
‘I believe,’ he said, after a moment, ‘that we have some early business. What do you make of th
couple across the street?’

I joined him at the window and followed his pointing finger. On the opposite pavement stood tw
gentlemen who had just dismounted from a cab.
‘The younger man is dressed both discreetly and expensively. He stands back while the older ma
pays the cabby. I surmise that the elder of the two, who is dressed in a more workaday fashion,

some senior assistant to the younger – perhaps a man of business, a lawyer – and the other is a man o
some wealth.’
I turned to Holmes, pleased with my observations, but he was still gazing down through th
window.
‘You might have observed,’ he chided, ‘that both are in mourning. Tell me, what do you make o

the bags?’
‘The bags?’ I repeated, and looked again. The pair were now looking across to our building an
as I watched, they picked up their baggage and started across the deserted street.
‘The younger carries only a small Gladstone, while the elder carries a similar, though shabbie
bag and what seems to be a document case. I believe that confirms my earlier impression.’
‘I was referring,’ said Holmes, ‘to the bags at the knees of their trousers. I have remarked o
other occasions that the hands are the most informative area when dealing with craftsmen, clerks an
labourers, but that more may be learned from the trousers of the middle and upper classes. Here, a
you rightly deduced, are a gentleman of position in expensive mourning clothes and his man o
business in good office black, yet both have allowed their trousers to become distended at the kne
Can you not imagine a reason?’
I confessed that I could not and he drew out his watch.
‘The Great Western Express,’ he said, ‘arrived in London only minutes ago, yet we have tw
visitors who have taken the first cab on the Paddington rank and hurried straight to our doorste
without pausing for so much as a cup of tea.’
‘But what has that to do with their trousers?’ I asked, mystified. ‘And how can you say that the
have travelled by the Western Express?’
‘Had they travelled overnight they would have occupied sleeping compartments. They hav
travelled early this morning, seated face to face in a carriage, and have leant forward to discuss
length some matter of great urgency, thereby causing the bags to which I drew your attention. The
might have come from East Anglia, the Midlands or the South Coast, but the timing of their arriv
indicates a fast cab from the Great Western terminus. If I shared your love of gambling Watson,
would wager you a sovereign that our bell is now being rung by the new Viscount Backwater and,
suspect, his solicitor.’
I had already learned not to doubt my friend’s extraordinary inferences and, within minutes, the
were confirmed when Mrs Hudson announced Lord Backwater and his solicitor.

___
Author's notes on this chapter

Two
A CRYPTIC NOTE

olonel Caddage’s views on my father’s death are completely erroneous!’ exclaimed Lor
‘C
Backwater.

Our guests were seated and Mrs Hudson had replenished the coffee. The new Lord Backwater wa
evidently deeply agitated.
‘And who, pray, is Colonel Caddage?’ enquired Holmes.
‘He is our Chief Constable,’ said Mr Predge, the solicitor.
‘And he insists on treating my father’s murder as a casual act by poachers when it is evident
something else!’ asserted the young Lord.
Holmes raised a hand to stop the angry young man. ‘Perhaps it would be better if you were
give me the facts of your father’s death, Lord Backwater, without applying any interpretation. The
we shall see where they lead us.’
‘You are right, of course,’ said Lord Backwater and paused to collect his thoughts.
‘My father left our home on the afternoon before last at about four. He gave no indication that h
would be absent from dinner but he had not returned by dinner-time. My sister and I grew alarmed an
ordered a search for him. His body was found in the beech woods to the south of the house. He ha
been brutally beaten to death.’
Lord Backwater shuddered slightly and relapsed into silence. Holmes sat for a moment with h
head tilted back and his eyes half closed without speaking.
‘The newspapers,’ he said, without opening his eyes, ‘give that account, but no more. Was you
father in any way distressed or disturbed before he left the house?’
‘I did not see him that afternoon,’ said Lord Backwater, ‘but my sister reports that he was in goo
spirits and intended to walk no further than a particularly ancient beech tree. It was one of h
favourite walks.’
‘The late Lord Backwater was celebrated for two things if one can believe the accounts in th
newspapers,’ said Holmes. ‘He had given large sums to charity and he was notably reclusive. Is th
so?’
‘He had donated hundreds of thousands to worthy causes,’ said the young man, ‘but he eschewe
any form of notoriety. Almost his entire life was passed within the bounds of the estate. He hardl
ever visited the county town and only went to London very occasionally on business matters.’
‘So that a stranger who wished to make a personal appeal to his charity might seek to waylay hi

on a familiar walk?’ queried Holmes.
‘Ha!’ exclaimed His Lordship. ‘Already you see another explanation.’
‘I see only what you tell me,’ said Holmes, ‘and I examine all the possible meanings of thes
data. Do not allow yourself to be misled by my questions, though you may rest assured that poache

are unlikely culprits.’
‘I was quite sure of that,’ said Lord Backwater.
‘I am certain. The time of day is wrong, the proximity to Backwater Hall is wrong, and becaus
poachers would have fled or hidden rather than launch an unnecessary attack upon an elderly man. D
you have some other reason for your view?’ asked Holmes, and he opened his eyes wide.

The young man faltered slightly before my friend’s gaze. ‘I have... I have... a note which m
father received.’
Mr Predge opened his document case and passed his client an envelope. Lord Backwater gave
to Holmes without opening it.
My friend turned the envelope over in his hands and I could see that it was of cheap white pape
Across the front a firm hand had written “Lord Backwater, Backwater Hall” in ink. It had been seale
but bore no postage stamp.
Holmes’ long fingers extracted a single sheet of paper from within the envelope and he held it u
to the light.
‘A quarto sheet of cheap writing-paper,’ he mused. ‘No watermark, a poor pen-nib and a dilute
ink.’
He lowered the paper and examined its message, which consisted of only a few words:
The man from the Gates of Hell will be at the old place at six.

There was no signature.
‘This was written,’ said Holmes, ‘by a man of moderate education and vigorous nature, probabl
in his middle years. The paper, pen and inks suggest a post office, hotel or inn, but if it had bee
written at a post office it would, most probably, have been stamped. Did your father have any Wels
connections?’
‘I do not think so,’ said Lord Backwater, but he looked to his solicitor for confirmation. Th
lawyer shook his head.
‘And does the expression “the Gates of Hell” mean anything to either of you?’ Holmes enquired
Now they both shook their heads.
‘Then it may be the other Gates of Hell,’ said Holmes. ‘What about the phrase “the old place”?’
‘It means nothing to me,’ said Lord Backwater. ‘I have told you that my father frequently strolle
to that particular ancient beech tree.’

‘When did your father receive this note?’ asked Holmes.
‘It seems to have been on the afternoon before his death,’ said the young man. ‘It lay on his des
that night and both my sister and I had been in the room during the morning and it was not there.’
‘Was anyone seen to call at the house in the afternoon?’

‘No, Mr Holmes, but I am not able to say that no one did.’
‘Then it is at least possible that it was delivered that day,’ said Holmes. ‘Why have you not give
this to the police?’
‘But I showed it to Colonel Caddage!’ exclaimed Lord Backwater. ‘He told me that, since I coul
not explain it and since we could not swear to its delivery, it was irrelevant – a coincidence th

undoubtedly had some innocent explanation!’
The lawyer nodded in confirmation. ‘It was at that point that I began to agree with Lor
Backwater that a more vigorous investigation was required. A wire to my London agents gave me you
name and we came at once,’ he said.
‘You were quite right,” said Holmes, ‘to consult someone who has always believed that there is
great deal too much coincidence about.
‘Lord Backwater,’ he continued, ‘the newspapers list some of the causes to which your fathe
contributed over the years. Most were concerned with the education of the poor, the relief of povert
or the care of orphans. Did he contribute to animal charities?’
‘As you may imagine,’ said Mr Predge, ‘the late Lord Backwater received many appeals to h
generosity. The causes you have mentioned were foremost, but he made regular donations to suppo
organisations that cared for horses.’
‘He was not a dog lover?’ asked Holmes.
‘He neither liked nor disliked them. There are dogs about the estate,’ said Lord Backwate
‘working dogs, and old Towler followed my father about.’
‘But neither old Towler nor any other dog was with him when he met his death?’
‘No sir,’ said the young Lord, and a slow light of remembrance dawned across his face.
‘What have you recalled?’ demanded my friend.
‘The dogs,’ said Lord Backwater slowly. ‘There have been a number of occasions recently whe
my father has ordered the dogs locked up before he went out for a walk, as he did that afternoon.’
Holmes smiled, but quickly suppressed the expression. ‘I fear,’ he said, ‘that I must ask
question that may appear indelicate in the circumstances. The newspapers say that Lady Backwat
has been dead some ten years–”
‘Mr Holmes!’ interrupted Lord Backwater angrily. ‘Do not dare to suggest that my father went t
meet a – a female! My father and mother were devoted to each other and since her death he has n
looked at another woman.’
‘It was a remote possibility in the light of the note,’ said Holmes, ‘but it had to be considere

Now that it has been eliminated, we may, I think, draw some inferences.’
Lord Backwater and Mr Predge leaned forward eagerly.
‘It seems likely that the note was, in fact, delivered by hand to Backwater Hall on the afternoo
of your father’s death,’ said Holmes. ‘The fact that no one saw it delivered is not evidence against th

proposition. That an action was unremarked does not make it impossible. The note seems to be fro
someone with a long-standing acquaintance with your father, if not friendship.’
‘Why do you say so?’ asked Lord Backwater.
‘Because your father accepted the assignation in the note and went to it without trepidation an
with no precautions. Evidently he felt that he had nothing to fear from the meeting.’

‘Then he was killed by someone that he knew!’ exclaimed the young Viscount.
‘I did not say so, nor do I believe it to be so,’ said Holmes. ‘You are in danger, Lord Backwate
of running ahead of the available data. Tell me, had your father any enemies?’
‘None of which I was aware,’ said the young man, and turned again to his lawyer fo
confirmation.
‘The late Lord Backwater,’ said the solicitor, ‘was universally admired and respected. Apart from
those major acts of charity which became known to the public, he made many minor donations
relieve distress in individual cases in the area of Backwater Hall. In addition, he was scrupulous in h
commercial transactions, often to his own disadvantage.’
Holmes nodded. ‘I see,’ he said. ‘Then there is only one more question of consequence. Wh
connection had Lord Backwater with the Antipodes?’
Lord Backwater and his solicitor looked at each other with identical expressions of astonishmen
Even I, who had become used, I thought, to my friend’s apparent non-sequiturs, was bewildered.
‘None, none, I think,’ said the young Lord. ‘He had business interests, of course, in many region
– in America, in Canada, in South America, South Africa – but you will have read that in th
obituaries. I do not think he had any interest in the Antipodes, had he, Mr Predge?’
‘I am sure not,’ said the lawyer. ‘His fortune came from the mining of metals and gems and, a
Lord Patrick has said, his holdings were widespread, but I cannot recall any connection with Austral
or New Zealand.’
‘You said that you had only that one question,’ said Lord Backwater. ‘Does that mean that yo
have reached a conclusion, Mr Holmes?’
‘I understand your concern to bring your father’s murderers to justice,’ said Holmes, ‘but it is fa
too early for conclusions. Inferences, yes. We can be reasonably sure that your father left home in
cheerful frame of mind to meet an acquaintance – perhaps even a friend – who disliked or was afra
of dogs and whom your father did not regard as a threat. In keeping that rendezvous he was set upo
and savagely killed.’
‘Then you believe his friend – his acquaintance – lured him into a trap?’ asked Lord Backwater.

‘I do not know,’ said Holmes. ‘At this point I cannot be certain, but I believe it improbable.
seems to me much more likely that the trap was set by others, for one or both of them. No doubt w
shall learn more when we accompany you to Backwater Hall.’
He rose and our guests rose too. ‘When shall you be there?’ asked Lord Backwater.

Holmes glanced at the mantel clock. ‘I have no engagements that require me to remain in town
he said. ‘If Mr Predge will be kind enough to reserve a first-class smoker, Watson and I will meet yo
at Paddington in time for the noon train. Good day, Lord Backwater. Good day, Mr Predge.’
When the visitors had departed, Holmes flung himself full length on the couch with a hand ov
his eyes. ‘Be so good,’ he asked me, ‘as to run over the longest obituary you can find for me.’

I shuffled through the mass of the morning’s papers and finally selected a lengthy obituary of th
late Viscount Backwater and rehearsed the principal points for Holmes.
‘Former James Lisle – born in humble circumstances – orphaned at an early age – took to the se
– adventurous years in America – one of the discoverers of the Great Empress Silver Lode
expanding interests in mining – returned to England twenty-five years ago – reclusive life
Backwater – increasing generosity to charities – made Viscount Backwater – married Lady Felic
Eaglestone – wife dead ten years – leaves a son Patrick, the new Viscount, and daughter Patrici
engaged to Henry Ruthen.’ I looked up at Holmes. ‘There seems to be little else of consequence,’
said.
Holmes waved his hand impatiently. ‘It is not there, it is not there!’ he exclaimed.
‘What is it you are seeking?’ I asked.
‘The Antipodean connection,’ he snapped.
‘It is the entry to this maze and we must find it.’
‘But why are you so certain that there is such a connection?’ I enquired.
‘Because it is in the note,’ he replied, and swung his long legs off the couch. ‘Be so good as t
ring for our boots, Watson. We have an appointment at Paddington.’

Three
THE TATTOOED CORPSE

O

ur journey to the west was pursued largely in silence. Both Lord Backwater and his lawyer we
showing signs of the strain under which the tragedy and their hurried journey to London ha

placed them and it was impossible for me to question Holmes as to his remarks at Baker Street.
Wiggin, Lord Backwater’s principal gamekeeper, met us at Backwater Halt with a carriage, bu
also present was an Inspector of Police who greeted Holmes warmly.
‘Mr Holmes,’ he said, ‘when I heard that Lord Backwater had gone to consult you I was ver
pleased, sir, very pleased indeed.’ I was intrigued to note that the accent was from the lowlands o
Scotland rather than these western valleys.
‘Scott!’ exclaimed Holmes, smiling warmly. ‘The move west has evidently been successful.’ H
turned to me and introduced the officer. ‘Watson,’ he said, ‘this high official of the County Police wa
a mere constable back in my Montague Street days, when I had the opportunity to assist his divisio
with a small matter. I take it,’ he said to the Inspector, ‘that you are not in agreement with your Chie
Constable’s view of the matter?’
‘That is not for me to say, sir. Let us just say that I am pleased to see you here, Mr Holmes.’
Holmes turned to our client. ‘I shall ask Inspector Scott to take Dr Watson and me to the scene o
the crime, Lord Backwater, but there is no need for you to attend. Perhaps we may wait on you
Backwater Hall later, when I may have some observations for you.’
The Viscount’s relief was evident. ‘That is most thoughtful of you, Mr Holmes. We shall tak
your luggage on and await your findings.’
Very shortly Wiggin took Lord Backwater and his solicitor away and Holmes turned to Inspecto
Scott.
‘Now,’ he said, ‘we may address ourselves to that most unpleasant but necessary of speculation
Inspector. Is there any likelihood that Lord Patrick, or any other member of the family, is involved i
this matter?’
‘I should say not,’ said the Inspector. ‘Not that it can be entirely ruled out, but as far as I ca
determine relations between the family were most amicable.’
‘Then, if you do not have violent poachers in these parts, we had best find another explanation
said Holmes. ‘Is it possible to see the body?’
‘It is, Mr Holmes,’ said Scott. ‘It is at the county mortuary for the present. The Chief Constab
was all for releasing it to the family, but once I heard you were on your way I knew you would wish t

examine it.’
The station trap took us to the little red-brick county mortuary buildings where we were soo
examining the corpse of a well-built, healthy man in his fifties. His early days had left him with fin
muscular development and he had not run to fat in his retirement.

The front upper portion of the body and both arms were covered with the marks of vicious cudg
blows, while the cause of death was easy to see in a single, massive blow struck to the back of th
head. It was plain that Lord Backwater had defended himself vigorously against more than on
assailant before being felled from behind.
Inspector Scott and the attendant rolled the body into a prone position and, as the back wa

revealed, Holmes drew a long breath and smiled slightly as though some unspoken prediction ha
proved true.
I was astonished, for the pallor of death had made more visible on the dead man’s back a patter
of old and wide scars.
‘He was flogged!’ I exclaimed. ‘More than once by the look of it!’
‘So I perceive,’ said Holmes, ‘but can your military eye help me as to whether this was done i
the Army or Navy?’
‘No,’ I said, after a second look. ‘I’ve seen any number of old sweats who’ve been triangle
Their marks are higher than these, care being taken in the services to avoid the kidneys. This man wa
lashed at random by someone, most probably in his youth.’
‘Excellent, Watson,’ said Holmes and signalled to have the cadaver restored to its forme
position. ‘Now, what do you make of his tattoos?’
‘Very little,’ I replied. ‘We know that he was humbly raised and worked in mines. Many suc
men carry tattoos.’
‘Not such as these,’ said my friend, and stepping back towards the table he turned the corpse
left forearm slightly outwards.
I had noted that there was a tattoo on the inner side of the forearm, but I had paid it sca
attention during my examination. Now I looked more closely and saw that it was amateur work of th
kind that is done by schoolboys with a pen-nib and ink, or by soldiers with a knife-point an
gunpowder, but it had been strongly and regularly incised and stood out clearly against the pallor o
the skin.
It was none of the patterns that I had ever seen in the Army or in my civilian practice. It consiste
of a heraldic cross-pattée with a single word in capitals across its centre – “NEVER”.
My face must have shown my bewilderment, for Holmes turned the right forearm as well. Ther
in the matching position, was another such decoration, this time a simple square containing the wor
‘EVER’.
‘Do they tell you anything?’ Holmes demanded.

‘Very little, Holmes,’ I admitted. ‘They are not professional work, but that means little. Soldier
sailors, even public schoolboys tattoo themselves and each other.’
‘Schoolboy tattoos are made with common ink,’ said Holmes, ‘while soldiers and sailors us
gunpowder. Both fade relatively quickly. Sometimes lampblack is used and that can last a lifetime.

think that is the agent here.’
He turned the two forearms again, gazing thoughtfully at the inscriptions.
‘It is a pity,’ he remarked, ‘that they are not on the torso or the upper arm.’
‘Why so?’ I enquired.
‘The growth of the body and the development of the muscles would have distorted them had the

been applied at an early age, but no such distortion occurs on the inner forearm. What do you lear
from the symbols themselves?’
‘I have seen a deal of tattoos,’ I said, ‘but I recall none like these. Soldiers have swords, gun
regimental emblems; sailors have the anchor of faith and the crown of hope, ships, ships’ name
mermaids; both have hearts, flags, inscriptions to sweethearts, wives and mothers. I even rememb
attending a fellow on the Orontes who had the famous fox-chase tattoo.’
‘Well done, Watson!’ exclaimed Holmes. ‘I see that you have retained a little of my oft-repeate
observations on the importance of tattoos. Professor Lombroso asserts that all tattoos are the hallmar
of a criminal personality, but in that, as in so many other matters, he is wrong. Continental crimina
may have misled him by their flamboyant tattoos. British criminals occasionally wear a small emble
of their particular gang, often on the edge of the left palm, where it is unobtrusive and readily covere
by the thumb, and a very few wear emblems of their criminous trade, but in general they conform
the ordinary decorations of the lower classes.’
‘Then what do these mean?’ I asked, indicating Lord Backwater’s tattoos.
‘They mean’, he said, lifting each arm in turn, ‘on the cross – never, and on the square – ever.’
‘An expression of affection and loyalty,’ I said. ‘Surely the name of a sweetheart should be wit
them?’
Holmes chuckled mirthlessly. ‘There is little affection embodied in that oath,’ he said, ‘and
was directed to no female.’
‘A secret society?’ I hazarded. ‘Do they signify that Lord Backwater was a criminal?’
‘No,’ said my friend, ‘but they signify that the late Lord Backwater’s past was more varied tha
the obituarists imagined, and they confirm my view that the man from the Gates of Hell came fro
precisely that address.’
___
Author's notes on this chapter

Four
THE COCKNEY AGENT

H

olmes and I waited at the roadside as Inspector Scott gave instructions to the mortuary-keep
about the release of Lord Backwater’s body to the family. As we did so, a rattle of wheels an

hooves heralded the appearance of a smartly painted landau pulled by two fine greys. The driv
brought his animals to a halt close to us and his passenger sprang to the ground almost before th
vehicle had halted.
The newcomer was an exceedingly tall individual who, despite the warmth of the day, wore
long, old-fashioned military frock-coat, curiously frogged and braided. His narrow, square-chinne
features were set with two protuberant black eyes and he carried his chin high.
‘Scott!’ he roared at the Police Inspector. ‘Is one of these two fellows the Cockney agent?’ and h
jerked a heavy, gold-mounted cane towards Holmes and me.
Before the embarrassed Inspector could reply, Holmes stepped forward. ‘I believe,’ he said, ‘tha
I am the person you seek. My name is Sherlock Holmes and this is my companion, Dr Watson.’
The stranger looked us up and down with an arrogant stare.
‘I,’ he said, ‘am the Chief Constable of this county. What, Holmes, makes you believe that you
presence here is of any value?’
‘I merely answer the call of those who claim my assistance,’ said my friend. ‘In this case Lor
Patrick was moved to travel urgently to London and consult me. He revealed to me aspects of the cas
which intrigued me and which I believed would bear closer investigation.’
‘“Aspects of the case”!’ snorted the Chief Constable. ‘There is only one aspect of the case th
matters. A generous and decent man – a friend and neighbour of mine as well – has been ruthlessl
struck down by poaching rabble. The perpetrators shall hang for it at the next assize and it will nee
no Cockney amateur to guide my officers in tracking them. Oh, I understand Lord Patrick’s concer
that everything possible should be done, but mark me, Holmes, if you interfere with my officers in th
least particular I shall run you out of the county. We need no townees here – this is a simple countr
matter!’
‘I hear what you say,’ said Holmes from between narrowed lips, ‘and you need have no fear that
shall impede your investigation. On the contrary, I will tell you now that this is not a simple countr
matter confined to this pleasant county. The origins of Lord Backwater’s death must be sought a goo
deal further away.’
Colonel Caddage stared silently at my friend for a moment, then ‘Deluded!’ he snarle

‘Melodramatic poppycock intended to increase your fees!’ and he turned back to his carriage. As h
clambered in he roared again at the Inspector, ‘When you’ve finished wasting your time with thes
fellows, kindly remember I shall expect your usual report!’
As the landau rattled away Holmes turned to the mortified Inspector. ‘Do not apologise,’ he said

‘It is I who should apologise that I thought your move westward an advancement, but I had not the
met your Chief Constable.’
‘Chief Constables come in all shapes and manners,’ said Scott, ‘and this one can’t forget he wa
in the Army. I pity the poor beggars that served under him. At the worst I can resign.’
‘Was that his usual manner?’ I asked.

‘He did not like the idea of your being called in,’ said the Inspector. ‘He feels it an affront to h
force. When he’s angry he either shouts and threatens or he turns sarcastic. I dare say I shall hear
deal of sarcasm at your expense when I make my nightly report. What shall I tell him, Mr Holmes?’
‘Tell him what you wish, Inspector,’ replied Holmes. ‘My enquiries are not secret from th
official Police. If Colonel Caddage prefers to reject the fruit of them that is his affair.’
We had climbed aboard the station trap and Inspector Scott explained that he was taking us to th
scene of the crime. ‘I recall your remarks on the value of the place as evidence and I have had it rope
off and a constable set by,’ he said, and earned an approving nod from Holmes.
Our road took us into old woodland, richly green and deeply shaded at this season. ‘All in front o
us is part of Lord Backwater’s land,’ Inspector Scott explained. ‘The Chief Constable’s estate
smaller and lies to our left.’
He halted the trap at one point, where a break in the woods revealed a distant view of Backwat
Hall. I was aware that Lord Backwater had purchased an existing estate upon his return to England an
I had expected that the Hall would be Tudor, perhaps, or at the latest Georgian. To my surprise th
building that lay across the meadows to our right was of relatively recent design, though a handsom
house in its own right.
‘I had thought Backwater Hall was an ancient building,’ I remarked.
‘The old Hall was Tudor, I believe,’ said the Inspector, ‘but the locals say that when Lor
Backwater bought the estate he had the old Hall burned to the ground and built this new one. The o
house stood there, nearer to the road,’ he said, pointing.
‘What an extraordinary thing to do,’ I said.
‘Lord Backwater was a man who liked everything up to date,’ said Inspector Scott. ‘The ne
house had all the latest inventions from America. It has electric lighting everywhere, even in th
skivvies’ rooms, a cold store, even telegraph instruments. I dare say he simply wanted to start afresh.
We continued on our way until we reached a green track into the Backwater estate. Here w
dismounted and followed the Police Officer along the track until we came to one end of a row o
magnificent old beeches. The long glade pierced the woodlands from the track where we stood to th

open meadows that sloped away to Backwater Hall. The ancient trunks stood like grey Norman pilla
and the afternoon sun on the canopy of young leaves above cast a pale green glow through the glade.
Inspector Scott led us down the row until we reached one particularly large tree near the far en
It had a wide, scarred trunk, rising about eight feet before it branched out wide and high. A rop

barrier supported on iron stakes had been erected around the tree and a few feet from it. Beneath th
next tree sat a young constable who sprang to his feet and saluted Inspector Scott.
‘Good afternoon, sir,’ he said. ‘All in order here, I think.’
‘I hope so, for your sake,’ said Scott. ‘This is Mr Sherlock Holmes, the consulting detective, an
this is his friend Dr Watson, Constable. You would do well to watch Mr Holmes and observe how h

addresses a problem.’
He turned to Holmes. ‘We’ve had no rain, Mr Holmes, and I secured the ground as soon as th
body was removed. I hope there is material for you.’
‘I am sure of it, Inspector,’ said Holmes, and stepped up to the rope. For a few moments h
scanned the ground inside the barrier and the trunk of the tree. Then he paced around the rope
perimeter, never taking his eyes off the ground. At last he ducked under the rope.
Even I could see that the moss around the old tree’s roots and the roots themselves had bee
hacked and scarred by boots, but Holmes seemed barely to glance at these marks. Instead he wou
stoop now and then, draw his lens from his pocket and apply it closely to areas of the moss. At on
point he descended to his hands and knees, casting continually about the mossy ground with his lens
one hand, while the fingers of the other traced something on the ground. He seemed like nothing s
much as a great dark hound, seeking the scent of some other creature on the forest floor.
When he had been twice around the bole of the beech, and had examined that too, to head heig
and beyond, he pocketed his glass, brushed down his clothing and ducked under the rope.
‘Do you find any indications?’ enquired Scott.
‘I find more than indications,’ said Holmes. ‘I find clear evidence of what occurred here. You
preservation of that evidence has enabled me to learn much.’
All of us looked at him expectantly and he continued, ‘Three men came on foot from the sam
direction as ourselves. Two were heavy-set men in strong working boots, one was lighter and wor
old, broken boots. They came well in advance of their prey and concealed themselves behind the tre
While they waited they rolled cigarettes. The tobacco, which was a coarse American variety, was hel
in a pouch by one of the heavy-set pair, but the match was struck by his lighter companion who wa
left-handed.’
The young constable was staring at Holmes in frank amazement and I was moved to protes
‘Holmes!’ I exclaimed. ‘I can see how you deduced much of this from the footmarks, but the tobacc
pouch and the left-handedness are too much!’
‘You know my methods, Watson, but you do not apply them,’ Holmes replied. ‘As you remark

much of my information comes from the footprints, including the left-handedness. The match wa
struck against the tree-trunk and the striker’s foot pressed into the moss close to the trunk. It was h
left foot,ergo he struck with his left hand. The slight spillages of tobacco as it was handed aroun
show where each stood and which held the pouch. Now, may I continue with my remarks?’

I made no further interruption as he explained how the three had stubbed out their cigarettes o
seeing Lord Backwater approach across the meadows and had lurked behind the great tree as th
nobleman waited for his visitor.
‘And that,’ said Holmes, ‘establishes one important fact.’
‘What is that?’ I asked.

‘That they had no interest in Lord Backwater, but waited for the Man from Hell,’ said th
Inspector.
‘Precisely,’ responded my friend and continued his narrative. ‘Lord Backwater waited a fe
minutes and lit a cigar. He paced this side of the tree and he stood and examined the initials carved o
the trunk. Then he became aware of his visitor approaching across the meadows and he walked to th
edge of the wood.’
He pointed with his stick towards the meadow then went on, ‘Together they returned to this tre
where they stood in conversation. At that point two of the ambushers sprang upon them.’
He paused. ‘A fierce struggle ensued, but Lord Backwater was eventually struck down from
behind. If he was not their intended prey, it is probable that his death confused them momentaril
allowing the stranger to make his escape across the meadow. The murderers were unwilling to pursu
him in open country and retreated the way they had come.’
He fell silent and I offered him a cigarette. Inspector Scott turned to his constable. ‘Let that be
lesson to you,’ he said, ‘in the importance of preserving every trace of evidence at the scene of
crime.’
With Holmes’ permission the constable was left to remove the rope fence and we made our wa
back to the trap. As we boarded, the Inspector asked, ‘Is there anything more that you wish to kno
before I leave you at Backwater Hall, Mr Holmes?’
‘If you know it,’ said Holmes, ‘I would be grateful for the name of Colonel Caddage’s hedger an
ditcher.’
The police officer looked as confused as me. ‘Why,’ he said, ‘it’s a mad old creature known a
Tin-Fiddle Williams.’
‘And where might I find him?’ asked Holmes.
‘On a Saturday night you will find him in the tap-room of the Backwater Arms, playing his ti
fiddle, but otherwise he has a shack on the Colonel’s land. I will point out the path as we pass.’
On the way to Backwater Hall the Inspector showed us a green ride that led into the Chi
Constable’s estate. ‘About a half-mile up there,’ he said, ‘is a path to the right that leads down to

pool. Tin-Fiddle’s shack is at the bottom of that path, but I would not let Colonel Caddage catch yo
on his land.’
‘Never fear,’ said Holmes. ‘I have no such intention.’
As he left us at our client’s door the Inspector asked one last question. ‘I have to report to th

Colonel,’ he said. ‘What may I tell him, Mr Holmes?’
‘You may tell him,’ said Holmes, ‘everything that I have observed and deduced, but you shoul
emphasise that they are merely the views of a Cockney agent.’
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